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Abstract
In this dissertation, we discussed the shape, energy level and density of defects in
Organic Photovoltaic (OPV) devices by both theoretical and experimental methods. The
energy band structure and intrinsic junctions of general standard and inverted OPV
devices are investigated in detail. Transportation of separated holes and electrons in both
structures are well analyzed. In chapter II, we developed a Monte-Carlo model to
simulate charge transport process in organic materials. Marcus theory is applied to
calculate the carrier transfer rate to build up hopping process in ideal lattices. Results of
this model showed several properties of carriers regarding mobility, reorganization
energy and Poole-Frenkel behavior. Time-of-Flight (TOF) measurement is simulated by
our Monte-Carlo model. Four typical phases of TOF are fitted in the simulation,
corresponding well to the experiment data. In chapter III, we introduced Impedance
Spectroscopy as a useful technique to examine overall electronic component and internal
structure. Geometric capacitance and depletion regions are found to describe the
equivalent circuit of OPV. Another section of this chapter showed that impedance data
can be also used by Mott-Schottky analysis to calculate the doping density and built-in
voltage of Schottky junction, which is widely considered existing in standard OPV
devices. Degradation and lifetime studies are the major topics of chapter IV. We
compared three devices within different thickness of active layers under different
illumination intensity. Open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current and fill factor are deeply
ii

analyzed to explain the decrease of conversion efficiency during degradation process. In
addition, we utilize a simple method to estimate the lifetime of free carriers. In chapter V,
impedance spectroscopy is used to investigate the electronic structure of OPV devices,
with the goal of understanding the role of defect states. Capacitance-voltage
measurements in the temperature range of 77 - 300 K are carried out to determine the
activation energy of trap states. Preliminary results show at least one type of defect state
residing at 166 meV in standard blends of P3HT:PCBM. Furthermore we compared three
different molecular weight of P3HT in both standard and inverted devices. The result
shows that higher molecular weight provides deeper defects energy level, and the density
of defects generated during fabrication is different for standard and inverted structures. In
chapter VI, JV curve behavior, capacitor-voltage analysis and efficiency comparisons
before annealing and after annealing are performed to conclude that a p-n junction is
formed at the ZnO/P3HT interface in inverted devices. We also discussed the free carrier
transportation in both structure and explain why annealing leads to different conversion
efficiency changes. Finally the equivalent circuit is confirmed by agreement with the
geometric capacitance, as well as the structure and transportation analysis discussed in
rest of the dissertation.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation for OPV Study
Advancing renewable energy technologies is of critical importance to fulfilling
the future energy needs for the planet. Solar energy is one of the most significant, due to
easily obtained and unlimited sun power during daytime. Traditional study is
concentrated on monocrystalline solar cells, especially silicon based. Although such
devices are more efficient compared with other methods, the cost to make sufficient
purity of silicon crystal is quite high, and the process consumes tremendous energy and
produces significant hazardous waste.. Thin film photovoltaics were devised to reduce
the cost of solar cells in lab, but the manufacture of such devices needs to be
implemented in vacuum and is difficult to easily upscale and industrialize. Although
recently thin film photovoltaics in the form of CdTe have done well on the marketplace,
it is not clear if they can ever be scaled to become a major contributor to the world’s
energy flow. To overcome such disadvantages, Organic Photovoltaic (OPV) devices have
become a new research field of solar energy, which is a promising low-cost technology
that is approaching commercialization. Organic materials are far less inexpensive
compared to silicon crystal. The methods of printing OPV devices at high speed on
flexible substrates, or making devices by roll-to-roll processing are attractive projects for
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both research and industry fields. In all, we expect that OPV is a suitable balance
between system cost and conversion efficiency.
Recently several institutes and research groups have efficiencies approaching 12%.
Mitsubishi Chemical Group achieves 10% efficiency in a single-junction Organic device.
By applying materials and a production technology different to those used for crystalline
silicon-type cells, it has developed the world’s first solution conversion type organic
photovoltaic. Professor Yang Yang and his research team in UCLA fabricated a tandem
polymer device having conversion efficiency of 10.6% [1], certificated by NREL in Feb.
2012. Heliatek also claimed to get 12.0 percentages efficiency as the world record until
now. To date, this is the highest reported OPV efficiency and is based on a multijunction
device utilizing small molecule and oligomer materials.
The long term goal of OPV field is to make 15%-20% efficiency devices by lowcost organic materials. Since the efficiency has not reached the ideal value for
industrialization, lifetime is not a major topic in OPV research field until now, but we
expect to optimize the durability to more than ten years. Many companies and research
groups have fierce competition about the OPV conversion efficiency. The Company
Helitatek in German is the leader of this year. However it cannot remain its honor for a
long time, as the increasing growth rate of conversion efficiency shown in Fig. 1.1.

2

Figure 1.1. OPV power conversion efficiency world record chart.
http://www.orgworld.de/

1.2 Characteristics of Photovoltaics
1.2.1 Equivalent Circuits
Several semiconductor books introduce the basic properties and simple equivalent
circuit of solar cells [2, 3]. At short circuit condition, photocurrent generated by a solar
cell under illumination is dependent on incident light.

(1.1)
where

is recognized as short-circuit current density,

(the incident power intensity), and

is the photon flux

is the quantum efficiency of the device at a

given wavelength. Generally devices at different wavelength have different conversion
efficiency. Photons at a specific range of wavelengths, which provide sufficient energy to
3

overcome the intrinsic device’s band gap, contribute to the short current that is expressed
mathematically as integrating the product of the photon flux and quantum efficiency.
In dark, most solar cells perform as a diode, admitting charge transport through
devices under forward bias and prohibiting conversely. The rectifying behavior is a
feature of photovoltaic device, designed to choose material of suitable energy level to
form junction, from where electron and hole are separated and driven to different
directions. Current density through an ideal diode is expressed as,

(1.2)
Under illumination, photocurrent is generated in the solar cell and transport
through the load. Electrically, we can describe the process and structure as a diode and a
current source in parallel, representing the simple equivalent circuit of ideal device.

Figure 1.2. The simplest equivalent circuit for a photovoltaic device.
As shown in Fig. 1.2, the net current through

is the combination of

generated by incident light and dark current through diode due to potential difference
on devices.
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(1.3)
(1.4)
Considering net current through ideal diode without charge recombination
contribution in depletion layer,

(1.5)
where

is the saturation current. When the device does not connect any load, the

potential difference reaches maximum value, open circuit voltage:

(1.6)
, Since reverse saturation current of most diodes in OPV devices is
ignorable compared with short circuit current induced by invisible light.
In real solar cell devices, dissipation comes about from the resistance of contacts
as well as leakage currents that shunt the device. Two parasitic resistances in series and in
parallel are added into circuit to represent those effects (Fig. 1.3). Series resistance
comes from absorption materials, contact, connections and etc. It is a major cause for
reduced current density. Leakage current through shunt resistance

at the edges of

cells, leads to poor rectifying property. Both dissipation mechanisms will lower the
conversion efficiency.
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Rs

Jsc

Rsh

Rload

Figure 1.3. Equivalent circuit for a photovoltaic device including series
dissipation and parallel leakage.
After

and

are added into equivalent circuit, the net current through load is

revised as

(1.7)
It is obvious that we expect

to be small and to

be large to produce larger

photocurrent.

1.2.2 Parameters to Evaluate Efficiency
Several parameters are important to distinguish properties of solar cell. Output of
one solar cell is in the range of voltage, from 0 to

, current density from 0 to

. The

cell power density is determined by
(1.8)
Generally we scan our devices by power supply and source measure units, in the
range of bias voltage from some negative value to some positive value which should be
6

larger than

. A series of current density and bias voltage in pair can be read from

instrument. Note that those values are following Eq. 1.5 or Eq. 1.7 depended on ideal
simplification or dissipation simplification. The plot of current versus bias is called J-V
curve.

Figure 1.4. A typical J-V curve for a photovoltaic device.
Fig. 1.4 is a typical J-V cure plot. For one scan in the range of bias voltage from 0
to

, maximum power density reaches at some point. This occurs at some voltage

with a corresponding current density

. We call it maximum power point (MPP), from

which an important parameter named Fill factor (

) is defined as

(1.9)
We also define the efficiency as maximum power density over incident light
power density,
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(1.10)
,

and

is determined by the internal characteristic of each device. They

are the kernel parameters to calculate the efficiency. Relied on Eq. 1.7, lowering
raising

or

is of importance to achieve a great fill factor value.
Another issue is about how to achieve the maximum power point. An easy method

is to add converters as intermediate circuits to assure the devices working near MMP.

Solar Cell

Convertor

Load

Figure 1.5. Schematic diagram of connections of devices, the converter and ,
and the load.

1.2.3 Ideal Efficiency
According to Eq. 1.5, power of one cell device is expressed as,

(1.11)
Maximum efficiency is achieved when

(1.12)
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We define

for simplification.

and

are the value of current and bias

at maximum power point. As a result of Eq. 1.12,

(1.13)
Two exponential terms in the expression above are added together to determine
the expression of

,

(1.14)
We can also get the expression of

by combining Eq. 1.5 and Eq. 1.13.
(1.15)

Therefore ideal efficiency is described in detail by inserting the expression of
into Eq. 1.10.

(1.16)
where

follows Eq. 1.14, and

is the saturation current of a general p-n

junction, which is determined by intrinsic properties, like diffusion coefficient, carrier
lifetime and energy gap

,

(1.17)
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Theoretically we can calculate the ideal efficiency, after we measure properties of
diode behavior cells in dark.
Considering all the equations in this section, some relationships among those
parameters need to be discussed in detail.

Eq. 1.17 determines the relationship between

and

. Following Eq. 1.5 and Eq.

1.6, we can straightforward conclude that net current ( ) and open circuit voltage (
increase due to enhancement of
gradually by
and

.

)

, which is determined by Eq. 1.14, and increase

, as a result of those recursive relationships. Hence the monotonicity of

is adverse. Based on the expression Eq. 1.16, certain energy gap would lead to

optimal conversion efficiency theoretically. When we design a solar device, what is the
suitable energy gap to achieve sufficient efficiency, whether the gap is too extreme for
exciton separation, those details should be carefully considered.
However, practical efficiency is lowered sharply by several factors. Firstly series
resistance and leakage resistance cannot be ignored. Secondly dark current is contributed
more by recombination current in depletion region for real solar cell. Expression of dark
current through diode is replaced as,

(1.18)
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where

is in the range of 1 to 2 in real situations, since it is equal to 1 for ideal p-

n junction, while the value is 2 for pure recombination current. The actual efficiency is
lowered, as the output current is reduced within larger value of

.

1.3 Structure and Physics of Organic Photovoltaic Devices
Several reviews [2, 4] have discussed the complete process regarding how photon
are absorbed by conjugated materials to generate excitons; excitons diffuse to interface to
provide opportunity for separation of holes and electron; and free carriers travel through
active layer to be collected at electrodes. We do not discuss here the more complicated
but more accurate scenarios that have more recently been discussed in the literature,
which depend on charge transfer state formation at the donor-acceptor interface and on
more complicated morphologies than simply a mixture of pure donor and pure acceptor
domains. Fig. 1.6 shows a standard OPV devices’ structure for this discussion. First
incident light travels though the bottom layer, which is a transparent substrate, typically
made by glass. Second layer is some effective transparent conducting electrode, such as
Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). ITO is historically one of the best-performing transparent,
highly conductive and solid materials, wildly used as electrode in OPV and OLED
devices. PEDOT:PSS plays role as a buffering layer to provide intermediate work
function between ITO and active layer. It has high transparency in visible range,
considered as an excellent conducting and electro-optical polymer. The most important
layer is the active layer that is made by blends of donor and acceptor materials, creating
11

bulk D/A heterojunction. The general method of fabricating such layer is to make mixture
solution of donor and acceptor at a proper ratio, and spin-cast on ITO substrate. In Fig.
1.6, active layer is the thin red layer between metal electrode and ITO. The morphology
of the donor and acceptor blend is determined by several factors, such as spin-cast speed,
composition of two materials, solution concentration, and annealing treatmet; however,
the final morphology of most OPV devices is amorphous as the shape inside the active
layer of Fig. 1.6 depicts. Such structure provides many “paths” for charge transport
between anode and cathode, as well as tremendous junctions between donor and acceptor
molecules at “everywhere” inside bulk layer. Generally, only one material (donor or
acceptor) in active layer is conjugated polymer, which has great capability to absorb
visible light. Typical OPV devices are made by p-type conjugated polymer and n-type
fullerene derivatives, which as excellent electron acceptors. The top layer is metal
electrode selected by work function. In Chapter VI, structure of standard and inverted
device will be well discussed, elaborating how the work function of metal electrode
affects performance.

a)
12

b)
Figure 1.6. a), Schematic diagram of standard OPV devices.
http://today.slac.stanford.edu/a/2011/03-01.htm b), Photograph of typical devices
fabrication at NREL. Each substrate contains six devices with an area of 0.1 cm2
each.
Five processes of ideal current generation is shown in Fig. 1.7:
(1) Photons travel through glass, ITO and PEDOT:PSS layers, and then absorbed
by conjugated polymer. (2) Incident light generates electron-hole pairs at p-type
conjugated molecules, due to electron transitions from Highest Occupied Molecular
Orbital (HOMO) to Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO). We called such
bounded electron-hole pairs as excitons. (3) Excitons would easily diffuse to interfaces
between donors and acceptors, benefit from amorphous morphology, on which scale is
similar to or smaller than diffusion length of exciton. (4) Charge separation occurs at
donor and acceptor junction, due to the energy difference between the LUMO of Donor
and HOMO of Acceptor. The internal force generated by the energy difference, push
electrons to jump from Donor to Acceptor. (5) Holes choose “one path” towards to anode
and recombined with electron at surface; while electron transport through acceptor
toward cathode. The charge transfer reaction can be expressed as:
13

and

. Light absorption by the p-type conjugate polymer

corresponds to the former expression, and light absorption by the n-type the latter.

Figure 1.7. Simple model for current generation processes. http://eecsnewsletter.mit.edu/articles/2011-spring/bulovic-lab-eletha-flores/
The most widely studied active layer combination is poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5diyl) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (Fig. 1.8). F.
Padinger and R. S. Rittberger firstly used P3HT:PCBM blends as the active layer [5].
Typical standard device structure (Fig. 1.9a) was applied in their device to achieve a
power conversion efficiency of around 3.5%, under illumination with white light at an
irradiation intensity of 8000 Wm-2. The standard architecture allows that holes are
collected at ITO side and electron travel through active layer, extracted by low work
function metal electrode.

14
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OMe

a)

b)

Figure 1.8. Molecular structures of a) P3HT and b) PCBM.
H. Hoppe and N. S. Sariciftci deeply studied the morphology of polymer/fullerene
bulk heterojunction solar cells [6]. They found general distance that excitons can travel
within a pristine material is around 10-20 nm. In bulk heterojunction, the effective scale
is related to the respective exciton diffusion length of the two materials in active layer.
In 2006, M. S. White firstly reported the method to make inverted bulkheterojunction OPV device [7]. Within minimal loss in open-circuit potential, a certified
power conversion efficiency of 2.58% is observed. A representative structure of an
inverted OPV device is: ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Ag (Fig. 1.9b). As the result of
fabrication of such device with an inverted geometry, the charge collecting nature of the
electrode is reversed. Electron comes out from ITO layer and silver works as a holecollecting back contact. The inverted architecture removes the need for the use of
PEDOT as an ITO modifier, and high work function metal can be used as back electrode
to collect holes. Due to instabilities of PEDOT at the interface with ITO and oxidation of
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low work function metal in air, the inverted structure provides the method to make stable
devices in air.

a)

b)

Figure 1.9. Typical structures of a) standard and b) inverted devices.
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Chapter 2 Examining the Impact of Defects on Charge Transport through Monte
Carlo Simulations and Time-of-Flight Measurements

2.1 Introduction
Defects in organic materials are one of the most important factor affect transport
performance [8, 9]. Shallow defects contribute to electrical field profile and slow down
the drift mobility. Deep defects might localize the transport charge, which could have
serious detriment on conductivity. Generally we can distinguish defects as being either
intrinsic or extrinsic. Intrinsic defects are provided by twisted bonds or broken bonds in
organic materials, which could lead to unbalanced charge distribution to increase free
holes density and defects density. Extrinsic defects come from impurity that can be
treated like doping material, generating deeper traps far away from main band. In all,
extra states are originated by those two types of defects, and the Density of States (DOS)
is obviously changed compared to ideal materials. Brian Gregg [10, 11] mentioned that
free carrier density, dark current activation energies and Femi energies could be adjusted
by defects. In the transport aspect, defects have much impact on carrier mobility and
hence transit time of carrier across the device. Therefore it would lower conversion
efficiency of photovoltaic devices, as well as the field-dependence of carrier mobility.
Defects also result in long-lived currents in transient measurement such as Time-of-Flight
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(TOF) experiments. Those currents contribute as noise to obscure us to extract accurate
transient parameters.
Many research works show that Gaussian shape is useful to describe the disorder
of main energy sates in organic materials [12, 13]. Several methods to evaluate the
disorder of Gaussian shape DOS in conducting polymer, point out that half width of main
energy band is around 0.1 eV [17, 18, 19]. Exponential shape or Gaussian shape defect
states following the main band are two major energy states profiles found in experiment
and data analysis. The Salleo Group’s early work [14, 15] proposed that the Mobility
Edge

model

can

be

used

to

explain

experimental

data

of

poly(3,3’’’-

didodecylquaterthiophene) (PQT-12) and poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) films. This
model successfully fit an exponential tail shape of trap states follows the major Gaussian
shape of DOS. In addition, defects of P3HT are studied by means of a capacitance
method [16], which reveals the presence of defect bands exhibiting Gaussian shape
located at E = 0.38 eV, with disorder in the range of 49-66 meV. Intrinsic impurities as
vacancies, dangling bonds, or ends of chains, are explained as inducement of defects.
Those defects created localized states in the band gap. Another group report Gaussian
shape of defect states of P3HT by fractional thermally stimulated current measurements
[20], however they thought two Gaussian shape energy distributions as defects revealed
at 50 and 105 meV respectively. The first is assigned to the intrinsic density of states,
whereas the second is sensitive to oxygen exposure. In all, defects types are not in
complete agreement as well as the shape of defect states in organic materials.
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Monte Carlo method [12, 13] is a powerful tool to study disorder system,
especially suitable for charge transport in organic materials. We develop a Monte Carlo
model of single-carrier transport in order to simulate charge diffusion and drift in
disordered organic semiconductor, such as P3HT. The assumption of a Gaussian density
of energy states and non-adiabatic Marcus theory to describe the elementary jumping
rates are used. We apply this model to reproduce Time-of-Flight (TOF) hole photocurrent
transients and demonstrate that the shape of the transient, including the long tail that
extends to times long after the initial optical pump pulse, is much better fit by
incorporating a population intra-gap defect states into the energetic landscape. We then
compared the photocurrent transients by adding Gaussian shape tail traps with
Exponential tail traps. Both trap energy states would lead to reduced mobility, however,
the characteristic of two different traps apparently resulted in different slope value of
TOF plots in log-log scale. We deeply study how Gaussian shape traps states affect the
slope

values.

Plots

from

TOF

experiment

implemented

on

the

film

(ITO/PEDOT/P3HT/Al) are then fitted by our Monte-Carlo modeling using Gaussian
shape traps state profile.

2.2 Background of Monte-Carlo Simulation on Organic Materials
H. Bässler did early work on charge transport in disordered organic
photoconductors, proposed a Monte Carlo model on Gaussian shape DOS, which was
based on the Miller-Abrahams expression for phonon-assisted hopping of charge carriers
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between sites [12]. The Miller-Abrahams formalism assumes that there are no polaronic
effects for the charge carrier and that the hopping event is associated with absorption or
emission of an acoustic phonon [22, 23, 24]. The transfer rate is given:

(2.1)
More recently, others followed a similar Monte Carlo approach to simulate holes
transport in organic semiconductor materials, but instead relied on a Marcus theory
description of hopping [13, 26]. Marcus theory assumes that the polaron binding energy
is not negligible [21, 25]; the presence of a charge on a site leads to distortions of the
surrounding lattice and the vibrational modes. Derivation of Marcus theory assumes a
single harmonic mode and applied Fermi Golden Rule to calculate the carrier transfer rate
[27].

(2.2)
Both formalisms of Miller-Abrahams and Marcus theory are thermally activated,
and as temperature changes, relative occupations of the vibrational modes change along
with the hopping rate. However, an important difference between the two formalisms is
the square in the exponent of Marcus theory that leads to a decrease in the hopping rate, if
the decrease in energy associated with the hop is too great (the Marcus inverted regime)
[26]. The assumption used in Miller-Abrahams is that free energy gain of electron
transfer can always dissipate via photons of organic molecules and polymers. The
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applicability of Miller-Abrahams expression is restricted to charge hopping by absorbing
acoustic phonon and polaronic effects is neglected [16], while Marcus theory is suitable
to describe the electron transfer rate between weakly coupled donor and acceptor.
Reorganization energy, which describes the reconfiguration after the electron transfer, is
the important difference from Miller-Abrahams expression. Taking into account all
assumptions and prerequisites in two expressions, Marcus theory provide more
reasonable physics explanations of charge transfer in disorder organic materials.

2.3 Monte Carlo Simulations
The simulation have been performed on a sample consisting of 6000*50*50 sites
with periodic boundary conditions in the y and z directions, and the electric field is
applied in x direction. The random walk simulation procedure is similar to that described
in [13]. Marcus theory offers a reasonable description of charge transfer. The hopping
rate between sites i and j is given:

(2.3)
where

is the electronic transfer integral,

thermodynamic temperature,
is the charge of the carrier,

is Boltzmann’s constant,

is reorganization energy.

and

is the electric field vector and

appropriate for the direction of the hop.
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is the

are the site energies,
is the lattice vector

The waiting time for a carrier on a site i is determined by
(2.4)

where X is a random number between 0 and 1.
The disorder of energy states were taken from the ideal Gaussian distribution,
which is described by

(2.5)

where

is the half with of the distribution,

is the energy level of the

semiconductor. The Gaussian shape of the DOS is suggested by the Gaussian profile of
the absorption band.
We randomly put thousands of carriers into the lattice. Carriers start their motion
at left x boundary from 0 to 100, chosen by uniform distribution or exponential decay
which corresponded to exciton diffusion at interface. The motion is terminated after the
carrier reaches the right x boundary. By measuring the carrier displacement in x direction
and simulating the total travel time, the velocity of carriers are calculated directly.
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2.4 Monte Carlo Case Studies on the Impact of Traps on Charge Transport
2.4.1 Characterizing the Field Dependence of the Mobility

Figure 2.1. Typical Density of States in organic semiconductor materials.
Both the main band and the trap band contain disorder states.
We applied some typical parameters to test our model. A prefactor in the hopping
rate equation is chosen as 4E12. Average energy level of Gaussian shape DOS is located
at -5.2 eV, which is corresponded to main energy band of P3HT. The shape of trap state
is formed by Gaussian distribution as well, with average energy level set to -4.7 eV.
Energy band Diagram in Fig. 2.1 gives some ideas about disordered energy states with
disordered defects. The half-width of Gaussian distributions is given 0.09 eV. Several
research groups show that value of reorganization energy is in the range from 0.2 to 0.9
eV for organic materials [26, 27, 28]. 0.5 eV is taken here for discussion in this
subsection. We calculate our experimental and modeling mobility both by the equation:

(2.6)

where

is the thickness of the film, is the transit time for experiment and total

transport time for most carriers reaching x boundary during Monte-Carlo simulation, and
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is the velocity. We plot two graphs (Figs. 2.2a, 2.2b) about square root of electric field
versus mobility within reorganization energy equal to 0.24 eV and 0.5 eV. Two plots
show the same characteristics that mobility decreased by trap percentages and they both
have obvious peaks. Many hole transport polymers follow Pool-Frenkel expression in
experimental

measurements

[29,

30].

Based

on

Poole-Frenkel

dependence:

, a straight line should be displayed for ideal materials in log-log scale. As
showed in two figures (Figs. 2.2a, 2.2b), plots in the electric field range from 1E6 –
2.5E6 V/cm for reorganization energy = 0.24 eV, and 1E6 – 4E6 V/cm for reorganization
energy = 0.5 eV can be approximated with Poole-Frenkel the expression. In those ranges,
Monte Carlo model could be applicable for further simulation. Related studies claimed
that Poole-Frenkel behavior would be improved by adding spatially correlated energetic
disorder, however we think the behavior of our modeling is enough to simulate hole
transport process in organic materials for now [31, 32].
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Fig. 2.2a

Fig. 2.2b
Figure 2.2. Simulation pols: Square root of electric field versus mobility. The
two plots differ in the reorganization energy. a): 0.25 eV, b): 0.5 eV. Both data can
be approximated by the Pool-Frenkel relationship over a limited range of electric
fields.

The relationship between reorganization energy and mobility is exhibited in Fig.
2.3 and Fig. 2.4. There are maximum values of mobility depended on different electric
fields, which is a natural results of the Marcus Theory formalism that nonetheless has
been largely overlooked in the literature. In Fig. 2.4, the dotted lines showed that, when
the mobility reached the peak, the value of reorganization energy is approximately equal
to electric energy (

). This conclusion can be estimated from equation of Marcus

theory. In Eq. 2.3, the disorder of the system can be ignored, when electric energy is
quite large compared with the difference of site state energy, and then the jumping rate
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along x-direction reaches the maximum value, when reorganization energy is offset by
electric energy.

Figure 2.3. Mobility versus reorganization energy. Different trap percentages
are added into the simulations, while other parameters are kept the same. Mobility
reaches the maximum value at the same reorganization energy for all trap
percentages.

Figure 2.4. Mobility versus reorganization energy. Mobility has peak values
determined by reorganization energy. Dashed lines in this figure show that electric
potential energy is close to reorganization energy, leading to the maximum value of
mobility.
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Figure 2.5. Disorder of DOS versus Mobility. Mobility is quite low without any
disorder. After reaching some peak value, mobility begins to gradually decrease.

We also study the relationship between disorder and mobility. Fig. 2.5 shows that
disorder of main band could increase the total calculated mobility. The mobility would
reach a maximal value by disorder around 0.1 eV. The reason might be that energy
differences between neighbor sites initiate some easy paths for carriers to jump through.
After main band disorder reach the peak point, larger energy differences from some deep
sites have detriment effect gradually, acting as traps.
Mobility varies in a small range by different trap percentages (Fig. 2.3, 2.5),
which expected to be more obvious. The reason is that the disorder and average energy
level of defects are not correct yet. Although the percentages of defects are quite high,
they did not act as the exact traps until now. We will discuss what kind of trap and how
the trap shapes affect device performance in trap study section.
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2.4.2 TOF Model
Time of Flight measurement is considered as one of the most reliable experiment
to extract mobility of semiconductor materials. Photocurrent of TOF has been
investigated for ages. Theoretical analysis and modeling are firstly applied to amorphous
inorganic materials [33, 34]. Since most OPV devices are made by amorphous materials
as well, many methods and modeling based on amorphous inorganic materials can be
extended to in organic field [25]. Fig. 2.6 shows one typical TOF photocurrent of organic
films (ITO/PEDOT/P3HT/Al). Generally, the feature of the photocurrent can divided into
four parts: 1, Current Spike, including several processes, exciton separation, film
charging, RC response, electron and hole recombination. 2, Plateau: carrier transport
through films, the slope is due to shallow defects and deep traps. 3, Surface
Trecombination: Carriers reach the boundary gradually which lead to rapidly decreasing
current. 4, Long Tail: we believe deeply trapped carrier released are slowly contributing
to the small current.

Figure 2.6. Typical TOF experimental data for the film: ITO/PEDOT/P3HT/Al. It
clearly shows four phases: Current Spike, Plateau, Surface Recombination, and Long tail.
Data courtesy Dr. Alexandre Nardes, NREL.
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Monte Carlo method is applied to simulate the TOF experiment. The current
along x direction is integrated by position. The average current expressed by velocity of
every charge.

(2.7)
Around 3000 carriers start their motion at left x boundary from 0 to 100 nm,
which simulate hole transport in organic material (P3HT). Bias voltage is added into this
model along x-axis to apply electrical field between two boundaries. Carriers then
randomly jump to nearby sites determined by Marcus theory. Since negative bias is
applied, which lead to larger jumping rate towards cathode, most holes will travel
through the materials in x direction. We ignore the interaction between carriers in this
model, as well as the distortions of electric field, which would be induced by an excess of
free carriers through the materials or depletions region at the interface [26].
2.4.3 Trap Study & Analysis
Firstly, we define trap site analytically. Eq. 2.3 can be simplified in some
specified situation. Here reorganization energy
voltage is less than 100v, electric energy

is set to 0.24 eV. When the bias
is much smaller than

ignored for approximation. Two specific cases are assumed below:
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, so it can be

1. The difference of
2. The difference of

and
and

is equal to

, then exponential term is 1,

is equal to 0, the exponential term is approximate

to 0.084.
Compared the two conditions, jumping rate is much larger in condition 1 showing
that this site is much more attractive. We defined such site as “Detrimental Trap”, where
the energy level differences between most neighbor sites are close to reorganization
energy.
We add Gaussian shape trap states randomly into the lattices. Fig. 2.7 shows two
TOF plots of Monte Carlo simulation. One is without trap states and another is with
0.03% traps states. Sharp decrease of both plots in initial period is contributed by holes
recombination at anode. Ignoring the initial decrease, there are three other phases
appeared in Gaussian trap shape model exactly as the exemplary experiment TOF plot
(Fig. 2.6), while only two ideal phases can be figured out in non-trap model. Red line
(non-trap model) decreased much slower in second phase corresponding to the truth that
there are no traps impeding carrier transport in non-trap model, and all the carriers come
out during the third phase. The absent long tail in non-trap model remind us that, the
obvious long tail existed in Gaussian trap model is probably due to the trap impacts. If
organic materials contain sufficient detrimental defects, carriers would be continuously
trapped in such defects during transportation. They have few chances to escape those
traps that contribute to small current in the long term.
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Figure 2.7. (Red) Ideal model without traps. (Black) model with 0.03% traps with
a Gaussian distribution. Top and bottom figures display the same data. The ideal model
only displays two of the typical phases of TOF plots, while the Gaussian trap model
shows the long tail.
Three types of trap shape are in Fig. 2.8: DOS with Gaussian shape traps density,
exponential shape traps density, and without traps. We simulate the TOF transient with
those trap shapes. The percentage of Gaussian and exponential traps is set to 0.02%. Fig.
2.9 clearly displayed that Gaussian shape traps have more detriments of current than
exponential traps. Simple explain is that Gaussian shape defects density have more
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detrimental traps than exponential shapes in energetic landscape showed in Fig. 2.8. The
disorder of Gaussian distribution provide more chances to meet the criterion that site
energy difference offset electric field effects, forming detrimental traps, as defined before.
Rest results in this paper will use Gaussian shape defects states, as it is more sensitive to
trap percentages and we think it provide better description for trap effects.

Figure 2.8. Three types of density of states. The main energy bands of all three
profiles are formed by Gaussian distribution. (Red) Ideal Gaussian model without traps.
(Green) Exponential shape-d trap states added below -5.1 eV; a quasi-straight line is seen
it the tail on this log-linear scale. (Black) Gaussian shaped trap states added with a peak
at approximately -4.8 eV.

Figure 2.9. Comparison of TOF simulation plots corresponding to the energy
profiles in Fig. 2.8. (Red) Ideal model without traps. (Blue) 0.02% Gaussian shaped trap
states added. (Black) 0.02% exponential shaped trap states added.
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2.5 Slope Study and Fitting to Experiment Data
In part I, we have mentioned that TOF photocurrent has four parts. The plateau
and surface recombination processes show two straight lines in log-log scale (Fig. 2.6).
Current in those two parts can be described in exponential expression:
(2.8)
In this section, we will figure out how the trap percentage, trap shapes, disorder of
main band energy level, disorder of trap energy level and bias voltage affect the two
slopes of TOF plots.
Firstly we simulated the time of flight experiments by adding different
percentages traps (from 0.15% to 5%), whose energy level is fixed at 4.96 eV without
disorder. The difference (0.24 eV) between the main band and trap band is equal to the
reorganization energy (0.24 eV) in those simulations. The purpose of this configuration is
that we are trying to generate plenty of detrimental traps and find how the localized trap
states affect the current in TOF simulation. DOS are composed of two parts. One is
Gaussian distribution shape with disorder 0.09 eV representing the main band, and
another is the localized traps state at 4.96 eV. The different trap percentages give
different slope of TOF current showed in Fig. 2.10. Absolute value of second slopes of
every current transient in this plot are larger than 6. H. Scher and E. Montroll discussed
the expression and value of the two slopes by their statistical modeling [24]. In
experiment data, second slope value is usually around 2, or smaller than 2. Here fitted
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value of second slope Monte Carlo simulation is much larger than 2, so fixed trap density
is not suitable for further fitting.

Figure 2.10. Simulated TOF data with fixed trap energy state at -4.96 eV. Trap
percentages vary from 0.15% to 2.5%.
Then we changed the trap states density to Gaussian shape like the green-line
energy density profile in Fig. 2.8. The curve is much more sensitive to trap percentages
(Fig. 2.11). We found that the current is almost killed when the trap percentage is larger
than 0.1%. It seems that disorder traps states provide more detrimental defects than fix
trap density states. The TOF data of trap percentage from 0.005% to 0.1% in Fig. 2.11, is
showing charge movement towards cathode is definitely impeded by traps.
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Figure 2.11. Simulation TOF data based on Gaussian shape trap states. Trap
percentages vary from 0.005% to 0.1%
In the following work, we changed the value of disorder of main band and trap
band respectively. The slope value are listed in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, and TOF plot are
shown in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13, from which we can clearly see how carriers’ movement
is affected by disorder. In Table 2.1, the minimum value of the first slope exists around
0.07-0.09 eV, while maximum value of second slope also exists in the same range. It
reminds us there is a critical value of disorder of main band, which might determine the
shape of TOF plot. Carefully examining Fig. 2.12, Plateau phases of TOF plots with
disorder of main band equal to 0.07 eV and 0.09 eV, is the shortest phases among all the
plots. That means carriers travel through the materials fastest in those situations. This
value (0.07 eV and 0.09 eV) is consisted with the previous conclusion drawn from Fig.
2.5 that disorder of main band could increase the calculated mobility and the threshold
value is around 0.1 eV. Monotonicity of the value of both slopes in Table 2.2 and TOF
plots in Fig. 2.13, help us to draw the easy conclusions that disorder of defects increased
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the trap effects. If the disorder of defects is sufficient large, hopping carriers are
obstructed during the second phase and take a longer time to come out in third phase.

Figure 2.12. Simulation of TOF data based on disorder of the main band varying
from 0.01 eV to 0.15 eV. The two slope values of the Plateau and Surface Recombination
regions are listed in Table 2.1

Table 2.1 Value of the first and second slopes as a function of the disorder of the
main band, corresponding to the TOF plots in Fig. 2.12.
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Figure 2.13. Simulation of TOF data based on the degree of disorder of the trap
band varying from 0 eV to 0.125 eV. The two slope values of the Plateau and Surface
Recombination regions are listed in Tabl3 2.2.

Table 2.2. Value of the first and second slopes as a function of the disorder of
traps, corresponding to the TOF plots in Fig. 2.13
For the fitting parts, We made some thick devices (ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/Al)
by drop-cast method. The thickness of those devices is from 2 µm to 6 µm. Slope value
of the TOF experiments data is shown in Table 2.3. In both Plateau and Surface
Recombination regions, the slope value applied on different bias voltage (10~100 V)
seems to be unchanged, which is also verified by our Monte-Carlo model. For small bias
voltage (around 0~5 V), it might not follow this conclusion, since distortion of electric
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field by depletion or unbalanced charge distribution through the materials plays more
important roles.

Figure 2.14. Simulation of TOF data based on the applied bias voltage varying
from 25 V to 100 V. The two slope values of the Plateau and Surface Recombination
regions are listed in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3 Experimental and simulation results for the two slopes at different bias
voltage, corresponding to the TOF plots in Fig. 2.14
TOF plots of those thick devices are fitted by our model, both slope values are
listed in Table 2.3 respectively, and experiment photocurrents can be fit quite well in
second and third regions (Fig. 2.14). Best fit parameters were found with: trap states
located at 4.8 eV with a displacement from the main band energy level of 0.4 eV; defect
percentage is 0.03%; disorder of main energy band is 0.09 eV; and disorder of trap states
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is 0.05 eV. Those values are in good agreement with experiment value mentioned in
Introduction section (disorder of main band energy is around 0.1 eV, and displacement of
Gaussian shape defects is around 0.38 eV, with disorder in the range of 49-66 meV)

2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we build a Monte-Carlo modeling as holes transport simulation in
lattice structure. Marcus theory is the essential part to construct the charge transport
process. We present several fundamental factors affecting mobility, and found that
mobility reach at maximum value when the value of reorganization energy is offset by
electric energy. If the conclusion is true in experiments, measuring the accurate
reorganization energy is of importance to make efficient OPV Devices.
Our Monte-Carlo model is applied to simulate TOF experiment of organic
materials. We found that detrimental traps are the main source to contribute to the long
tail in the TOF plots. Comparison between exponential density shape and Gaussian
density shape show that Gaussian type trap states have more detrimental defects, which
might be close to real situation in organic materials. We successfully fit the P3HT
transient current with low percentage Gaussian shape trap states, providing the evidence
that our model is suitable to describe the charge transport process.
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Chapter 3 Impedance Spectroscopy for Equivalent Circuit and Mott-Schottky
Analysis

3.1 Introduction of Impedance Spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy is a useful technique for examination of equivalent
circuits and characterization of properties of individual layers. The general principle is
monitoring the responded impedance by applying AC voltage within a sequence of
frequency. AC voltage and AC current is usually described in sinusoid form.

(3.1)
Tthe complex forms of both AC voltage and current are commonly defined as
below. The real parts of two expressions are the real value of voltage and current.

(3.2)
where

and

are the maximum value of voltage and current,

and

Are the

initial phase of voltage and current. In many fundamental textbooks of electromagnetism,
impedance expressions of resistor, capacitor and inductor are given:

,

and

. The

Phase of voltage and current keep the same on resistors. for capacitors, the phase of
voltage is lagged by

, while the case is reversed for inductors.
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Fig. 1.3 is the simplified ideal circuit of photovoltaic device. Current source and
diode are in parallel, composited with series and leakage resistance. In high frequency
situation, depletion capacitance is the most important factor affecting impedance value of
the diode. Hence the diode can be replaced by the combination of a resistor and a
depletion capacitance in parallel. After simplifying all the resistance, the equivalent
circuit for impedance spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 3.1.

C1
R0/G0
R1/G1

Figure 3.1. Simplified equivalent circuit used for impedance analysis. The diode is
replaced by the combination of a capacitor and a resistor in parallel.
Total impedance of such equivalent circuit is,

(3.3)
When measuring the OPV device connected with impedance analyzer, the total
impedance value is responded to a series of frequency. We can plot real part of
impedance versus imaginary part in Cartesian coordinates, which is called a Nyquist plot.
The frequency is swept as a parameter, resulting a point in Nyquist plot per frequency. A
Nyquist plot of the equivalent circuit (Fig. 3.1) is show in Fig. 3.2. The shape of this plot
is a typical semi-circular arc, mathematically which comes from the pair of resistor and
capacitor in parallel. As mentioned in previous paragraph, such a parallel structure in
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equivalent circuit represents a depletion region of a diode. If only one junction exists in a

Z Imaginary

solar device, only one semi-circular arc can be found in the Nyquist plot.

Z Real

Figure 3.2. A Nyquist plot of a circuit with a single depletion region.
If we apply impedance spectroscopy on circuit of two diodes in series, the Nyquist
plot is a little different. Two semi-circular arcs exist as in Fig. 3.4. The equivalent circuit
of two diodes in series is shown in Fig. 3.3. The expression of the entire impedance of
such equivalent circuit is a bit complex.

(3.4)
The peak value of two arcs are accurately equal to
corresponding frequency value

and

.
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and

, with the

C1

C2

R1/G1

R2/G2

R0/G0

Z Imaginary

Figure 3.3. Simplified equivalent circuit with two diodes in series.

Z Real

Figure 3.4. Nyquist plot of a circuit with two depletion regions.
Impedance spectroscopy is a useful tool to analysis equivalent circuits of organic
photovoltaic devices, especially the properties of each layer. We will elaborate how to
apply Impedance spectroscopy and show what we can conclude from fittings of Nyquist
plots.

3.2 Experiment
Agilent 4294A Impedance Analyzer was applied to measure impedance of OPV
devices. Fig. 3.5 shows the simple set-up for air-protected devices.
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Figure 3.5 simple set up of impedance spectroscopy
All five devices come from company Plextronics. They are divided into two series:
5232 (-2, -6) and 5409 (-2, -6, -8). All the devices have the same structure as in Fig. 3.6.
Materials of active layer of each series are different. Devices in each series differ by
thickness.

Figure 3.6 Layer structure for the devices tested from Plextronics.
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3.3 Device Structure Analysis
We swept our devices by applying several bias voltages on two electrodes of solar
devices, while the range of frequency is from 40 Hz to 2 MHz. Generally Nyquist plots of
those OPV generally show two kinds of shapes: one arc or two arcs plots. After carefully
examination, those plots are not the same shape as semi-circular arcs shown in Fig. 3.2
and Fig. 3.4. We tried to fit such impedance data separately by one capacitor circuit (Fig.
3.1) and two capacitor circuits (Fig. 3.3), but they did not fit well (Fig. 3.7). Apparently,
the equivalent circuit missed some essential components and the expressions (Eq. 3.3 and
Eq. 3.4) are not accurate enough to describe the real impedance value.

Figure 3.7. A Nyquist plot fit by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.3
We tried to add another capacitor into the equivalent circuit, which we think we
missed the geometric capacitor formed by two parallel electrodes. Several three-capacitor
equivalent circuit structures have been considered when fitting the real impedance
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data. We chose one below (Fig. 3.8) based on the accuracy of the fitting and physic
explanation that equivalent circuit can provide.

C0
C1

C2

R1/G1

R2/G2

R0/G0

Figure 3.8. Simplified equivalent circuit including two depletion regions and one
geometric capacitance.

Figure 3.9. A Nyquist plot fit by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3.8.
In this equivalent circuit (Fig. 3.8), there are two capacitor-resistor combinations
in series, which describe two depletion regions in one OPV device.

is considered as

depletion capacitance at active layer interface and HTL, whose contribution to the entire
impedance is quite small, due to tiny energy level difference between typical HTL and
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semiconductor in active layer.

is depletion capacitance at the metal interface and

active layer, which is a much thicker region compared with

, since energy level

difference between work function of metal electrode and Fermi level of semiconductor is
obviously larger and easily to form a Schottky junction. Depletion at metal side is the
major reason why we get the diode-like shape J-V curve of organic photovoltaic device.
We will elaborate the structure of standard and inverted OPV device, and discuss the
diode rectifying behavior in Chapter VI.
An s-shape J-V curve could be found from some inefficient devices. It results
from an energy barrier at the HTL side (

), which is large enough to form a strong

depletion layer and plays the role of reverse rectifying behavior in some cases. An Sshape J-V curve is not expected, since it indicates that the devices have a quite small fill
factor and the efficiency of such device would not be acceptable.
, extending throughout the whole device, is the geometric capacitance formed
between metal interface and ITO electrode. The expression of

is the same as

traditional capacitor forming by two parallel conductive plates:

(3.5)
where

is mostly determined by the dielectric constant of active layer,

area of each electrode, and

is the

is distance between ITO and metal electrode that is

approximate to the thickness of active layer.
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Figure 3.10. A simple parallel plate capacitance model.
The fitting value of

versus different bias voltage, are plot in Fig. 3.12. As we

mentioned in experiment introduction section, three devices (5409-2, 5409-6, 5409-8) are
only differentiated by thickness of active layer. In Fig. 3.12, the fitted geometric
capacitance of each device remains almost the same in bias range from -0.5 V to 0.5 V.
We chose an average value of each device and presented them in Table 3.1, while
capacitances are calculated by Eq. 3.5 and listed in Table I as well. Both values of three
devices extracted by two methods are quite close. The consistancy between fitted value
by three-capacitor equivalent circuit and calculated value by traditional capacitance
expression, is the powerful evidence showing that

is indeed the geometric capacitance

between two electrodes, and equivalent circuit in Fig. 3.8 is correct structure for further
OPV devices study.
However, we do not fit every impedance data by the three-capacitor equivalent
circuits, since the depletion region at active layer and HTL is too small compared with
the other one in most situations. The value of
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extracted by fitting one-arc Nyquist plot

into three-capacitor circuit (Fig. 3.8), would be unauthentic. Generally, we use the twocapacitor circuit (Fig. 3.11) to fit one arc Nyquist plots, and three-capacitor circuit (Fig.
3.8) to fit two arcs Nyquist plots.

C0
C1
R0/G0
R1/G1

Figure 3.11. Simplified equivalent circuit with one depletion region and one
geometric capacitance.

Figure 3.12. Bias voltage versus geometric capacitance for the three devices of the
5409 set. Data courtesy Plextronics

Table 3.1 Comparison of geometric capacitance by two methods. (Upper)
Calculated by the parallel plate capacitor equation. (Lower) Fit by the simplified
equivalent circuit.
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3.4 Introduction of Mott-Schottky Analysis
In last section, we figure out

is the depletion region at metal and active layer

interface, which is the major contribution to the entire impedance. Since it is a
metal/semiconductor contact, a Schottky junction is formed, based on the energy level of
active layer and work function of metal electrode. Fundamental semiconductor textbooks
discussed expressions of doping density and C-V relationship within Schottky junction
[3].

(3.6)

(3.7)
where
temperature,

is the dielectric constant,

is the Boltzmann constant,

is the room

is the built-in voltage of Schottky diode. Those two equations are

applicable for uniform doped Schottky junction device.
Eq. 3.7 clearly indicates that

versus

(Mott-Schottky) plot should be a

straight line for ideal Schottky diode, however many real Mott-Schottky plots of OPV
devices are bent curves (Fig. 3.13). The most possible reason is that the thickness of those
devices is quite small and active layers are fully depleted. In such case, active layer are
not enough thick to form a complete junction.
Fig. 3.14 shows Mott-Schottky plots of two drop-cast OPV devices. The thickness
of drop-cast devices is around 2-6 µm, which could contain a complete junction, and lead
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to a straight line in Mott-Schottky plot. Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.7 reveal that doping density of
active layer is directly calculated by slope of the straight line, and built-in voltage is also
determined by intercept of X-axis in the same analysis. A positive slope indicates a
depletion region at the hole-extracting electrode, while a negative slope indicates a
depletion region at the electron extracting electrode.

2

-2

1/C (F )

Figure 3.13. Mott-Schottky plot of a fully depleted device. Data courtesy Dr.
Alexandre Nardes, NREL

Bias(V)

Figure 3.14. Mott-Schottky plot of a thick device, where the thickness is
substantially larger than the width of depletion layer inside.
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3.5 Mott-Schottky Analysis Suitability
Several literatures discussed the suitability of Mott-Schottky analysis on OPV
devices [36-39]. A general conclusion is that MS analysis relies on classic uniform doped
depletion approximation, which is not a safe assumption in layers that are either too thin
or too lowly doped.
An ideal MS plot should be a straight line, however many real plots are bent
curves (Fig. 3.13). Jian V. Li theoretically investigated this issue [36], and point out three
factors to alter Mott-Schottky plot. The first factor to consider in forward bias is the
rectifying back-contact effect, which is ignored in many models. In section 3.3, we
discussed the existence of non-ohmic back-contact ( ) in our three-capacitor equivalent
circuit. Another factor appears in reverse bias is the presence of a large amount of deep
levels. They are less efficient than shallow defect in contributing to free carrier, but lead
to a higher approximation of doping density than real value. The last factor is about the
thickness of active layer. When it is not comparable to the width of depletion region, the
Mott-Schottky plot is obviously bent at large bias voltage.
In [39], they used a simulation model to calculate the apparent doping density of
intrinsic film as a function of thickness. The results show that apparent doping density
larger than 1016 cm-3 from Mott-Schottky analysis is consistent with intrinsic active layer
if the thickness is below than 100 nm. Thicker or more heavily doped devices, the
determination of doping density become more reliable.
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In all, Mott-Schottky analysis is applicable for heavily doped or thick devices. If
the plot is straight or quasi-straight, the doping density calculated by Eq. 3.6 is reliable
for further analysis.

3.6 Spin-Coat VS Drop-cast
To deeply understand the mechanism of Schottky barrier formation and electric
field distribution, spin-coat and drop-cast devices are made for comparison. Devices
(ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT/Al) with normal active-layer thickness (~200 nm) show
atypical MS behavior; a straight line is not seen (Fig. 3.15a). Thicker, drop-cast activelayers (~2 µm) show much more classic behavior, with a clear straight line (Fig. 3.15b)
across a large range of applied voltages.
The explanation is simple as mentioned in previous sections. Active layer of spincoat device is fully depleted, due to the small thickness. Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.7 are not
suitable for those devices; while drop-cast devices contain complete depletion region to
form a Schottky junction. A straight line of C-V plot in Fig. 3.15b verified correctness of
the hypothesis that MS junction exit in standard OPV devices. The results about doping
density and built-in voltage extracted from straight line are reliable.
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a)

b)
Figure 3.15 Mott-Schottky plots of a) a thin device made by spin-coating and b) a thick
device made by drop-casting.
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3.7 Mott-Schottky Results
Table 3.2 lists all the calculated results of five devices by Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.7.
Doping density of 5232 series are the same order of magnitude, as well as 5409 series.
The reason why the value are not the same for each series, is that doping density was
calculated by unauthentic Mott-Schottky plots, since the thickness of all five device is
less than 250 nm and MS plot are bent curves. Therefore those doping density is not
accurate as the real value.

Table 3.2 Doping density and built-in voltage of the 5409 set extracted by MottSchottky Analysis.

3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we implemented Impedance Spectroscopy as a useful technique to
examine the overall electronic component and internal structure of OPV devices. We
found that Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.8 are suitable simplified equivalent circuits to describe
ohmic back-contact devices and rectifying back-contact devices respectively. The
consistency of geometric capacitance fitted by equivalent circuit and calculated by
parallel-plate model, confirms the correctness of simplified equivalent circuit. Another
part of this chapter showed how the impedance data is used by Mott-Schottky analysis to
calculate the doping density and built-in voltage. We discussed the suitability of MS
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method in detail. Doping density extracted by Mott-Schottky plots of thick or heavily
doped devices, is reliable for further study.
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Chapter 4 Degradation and Carriers’ Lifetime Study

4.1 Introduction
Generally, how to improve the efficiency and understanding the internal structure
are the major topics in OPV research field, however, devices’ lifetime in air is another
important issue to be considered for industrialization. In this Chapter, to deeply
understand the degradation process in air, we placed three devices under different
illumination condition for comparison. Structures of those devices are the same, only
differentiated by the thickness of active layer. Impedance Spectroscopy is the major
technique to measure internal properties of those devices at each time scale. We
compared conversion efficiency, Mott-Schottky analysis results and lifetime studies to
evaluate how those devices evolved during degradation process.
G. Garcia-Belmonte measured recombination time (effective lifetime) as a
function of open-circuit voltage from the RC time constant [40, 41]. It is an effective way
to estimate the lifetime in simple experiment system. In later section, the method will be
discussed in detail.
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4.2 Experiment
Five devices (5232-2, 5232-6, 5409-2, 5409-6, 5409-8) are the same as mentioned
in Chapter III (Fig. 3.6).
Measurement Instruments:
Impedance Analyzer: Agilent 4294A.
Solar Simulator: NREL’s user facility XT-10

Degradation Tests:
1 Sun Xe
5409-2, measurement points (time scale): 2, 24, 96 hours,
2.5 Sun Xe 60°C / 60% RH Weathometer
5409-6, measurement points (time scale): 2, 24 hours.
0.8 Sun Sulfur
5409-8, measurement points (time scale): 2, 47, 191 hours.

4.3 Degradation Study
4.3.1 Mott-Schottky Analysis in Degradation Study
In Chapter III, we introduced the Mott-Schottky analysis to calculate doping
density and built-in voltage, and we consider again Eqns. 3.6 and 3.7.
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At each measurement point, impedance spectroscopy is applied on all the devices.
Table 4.1 lists the doping density and built-in voltage of 5409 series at every timescale.
As we discussed in Chapter III, doping density calculated by bent MS plots is not
accurate, since thickness of three devices (74 nm – 230 nm) are too small to contain the
complete Schottky junction. However, we can clearly conclude from the trend in those
tables that doping density increased greatly during the degradation test. Oxidation and
impairment under continuous illumination provide a large number of defect centers to
raise the doping density tremendously.

Table 4.1 Doping density and built-in voltage of the series 5409 during the
degradation study.
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4.3.2 Conversion Efficiency Analysis
The tables below show the general properties of light JV curves for the device
series.

Table 4.2 Device parameters of the 5409 series during the degradation study.
In Table 4.2, it is seen that the fill factor of each device decreases during
degradation process. As we introduced in Chapter I, series resistance and parallel leakage
are the major factors determining the value of fill factor. Here the most reasonable
explanation is that series resistance increased gradually to inhibit carriers’ transport
efficiency, due to enhanced defects density provided by oxidation and impairment. Such
hypothesis can be directly verified by Mott-Schottky analysis’ result in previous section.
Doping density in Table 4.1 extracted by MS plot increased obviously, which comes
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from the extra deep defects. It can also be verified by fitting equivalent circuit, which is
introduced in Chapter III. Fitted series resistance extracted by impedance data, indeed
increased step by step during degradation test.
The performance of

in the degradation study is different. Short circuit current

remains almost the same except for a small variation shown in device 5409-2. It appears
that structure of absorption material in active layer did not affected apparently by newly
produced defects.
of each device is regularly lowered at every measure point in Table 4.2. For the
simple equivalent circuit showed in Chapter I, open circuit voltage can be expressed as
Eq. 1.6.
In semiconductor textbooks [3], it is discussed the five current transport processes
in a Schottky junction are as follows: (1) emission of electrons from the semiconductor
over the potential barrier into the metal side, (2) tunneling of electrons through the
potential barrier, (3) recombination in depletion region, (4) diffusion of electron in
depletion region, and (5) injection of holes from the metal side into semiconductor.
Current transportation of a Schottky diode within moderately doped
semiconductors (

) is dominated by the first process. Doping density

calculated in Mott-Schottky analysis section, confirmed that three 5409-series devices are
exactly moderately doped, and carrier transportation is expected to follow the first
process. Crowell and Sze proposed a synthesized method of thermionic-emission and
diffusion to describe this process [42]. The complete expression is written as below,
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(4.1)
where

is potential barrier, and

is a constant prefactor.. If temperature is

kepts constant, thermionic emission current remains essentially invariant during
degradation test. Since tunneling of electrons through the barrier becomes important for
heavily doped semiconductors, and minority Ccrrier injection only cannot be ignored at
sufficiently large forward bias, the second and last two processes are not applicable in
this case. In the processes of devices’ degeneration under illumination, the recombination
current in depletion region is the major contribution for variation of current transportation.
The most wildly studied active layer of OPV devices are P3HT:PCBM blends. We
have verified that a Schottky junction exists between P3HT and metal electrode. Many
literature studies mentioned that P-type semiconductor property of P3HT is formed
during the manufacture process by incorporating defects unintentionally. Hence the
doping density is approximated to be linearly proportional to the effective defect density
(

). In section 4.3.1, doping density extracted by MS analysis increased at each

time scale. Considering emission current of Schottky diode is not determined directly by
doping density (Eq. 4.1), therefore enhanced doping density mainly contributed to
recombination current in depletion region in the third process [43],

(4.2)
where

is the electric field at the location of maximum recombination, and

is

electron lifetime in Shockley-Read Hall Recombination. Electron lifetime in Shockley62

Read Hall Recombination is inversely proportional to trap density [44, 45]

(4.3)

(4.4)
where

is the average thermal velocity,

is capture cross section, and

is

intrinsic carrier concentration. Combining three Eq. 4.2 4.3 and 4.4, the recombination
current is directly related to doping density of P3HT,

(4.5)
Since the change of

in degradation processed is the most important

contribution to the variation of dark current of three 5409-series devices, dark current
density ( ) would be raised by doping density, a result of the relationship in Eq. 4.5.
Finally, taking Eq. 1.6 into consideration, relationships below would explain why the
open circuit voltage is reduced within the enhanced doping density.

4.4 Carrier’s Lifetime Study
Another important application of Impedance Spectroscopy is regarding carriers’
lifetime. G. Garcia-Belmonte demonstrated that the recombination time (effective
lifetime) could be measured as a function of open-circuit voltage from the RC time
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constant [40, 41]. It is an effective way to estimate the lifetime in simple experiment
system. RC constant is the recombination time of carriers.
Experiment is based on impedance spectroscopy, which was implemented on five
devices with different light intensity. We measured

directly at each step. Following

the method about how to fit equivalent circuit introduced in section 3.3, we extracted the
value of resistance and capacitance in pair. Effective lifetime is estimated as below,
(4.6)
Fig. 4.1 shows
to higher

versus Lifetime for all five devices. Larger light intensity leads

, which reveals that density of photon-carrier is increased simply by light

intensity. In such situation, the more concentrated electron and holes provide more
possibility for recombination. Therefore we would expect decreased effective lifetime to
correspond to higher light intensity. The plots in Fig. 4.1 exhibit the anticipated trend that
lifetime of each device decreased extremely by higher

.

Another conclusion can be drawn from those plots is that the lifetime of three
devices (5409-2, 5409-6, 5409-8) in the same series, are quite close. The explanation can
be given in a structure and microscopic viewpoint. Since the only difference between the
three devices is thickness, the configuration of carriers and defects density near the
interface towards anode is necessarily similar, even if the light intensity is quite varied at
each step. Shockley-Read Hall Recombination in the three devices would lead to the
same order of recombination time based on the similar configuration.
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Figure 4.1. Carrier lifetime versus Voc for the 5409 series and the 5232 series.

4.5 Conclusion
The results of Mott-Schottky analysis show that defects density increased
apparently during degradation process, due to oxidation and impairment by intensive
illumination. Built-in voltage is not affected obviously, since it is determined by
difference between Fermi level of P3HT and work function of metal electrode. The
impact on energy level difference by adding defects is limited. We list three parameters
whose variation affects the power conversion efficiency during degradation process.
Decrease of fill factor and open-circuit voltage is ascribed to enhancement of doping
density, and the extra defect states provided by impurities and broken structure lead to a
larger series resistance, which is the reason why the fill factor is affected:
. However, the short-circuit current did not
change obviously at each time scale, since it is mainly determined by the intrinsic energy
level of materials in active layer. In all, as a result that two parameters were lowered and
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the other one almost kept unchanged, efficiencies of all three devices were impaired
during degradation. In Ttable 4.2, 1 Sun Xe and 2.5 Sun clearly showed more detrimental
effects than 0.8 Sun Sulfur. In addition, estimated lifetime of free carrier under different
illumination is shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Chapter 5 Electrical Admittance Studies

5.1 Introduction
In 1960s, E.H. Nicollian and A. Goetzbeger propose a lateral AC current flow
model for Metal Insulator-Semiconductor Capacitors [46], who firstly apply the
admittance spectroscopy to exam Shockley-Read Hall Recombination in semiconductor
devices [47]. Early in this century, Dyakonov’s group published their results about
electrical admittance studies of polymer photovoltaic cells [48, 49].
5.2 Admittance Study

C0
C1
R0/G0
R1/G1

Figure 5.1. Simplified equivalent circuit of ohmic back-contact or tiny junction
barrier back-contact devices, which is applicable to most efficient OPV solar cells.
In Chapter III, we discussed the general equivalent circuits of OPV devices (Fig.
3.8). For most devices, they do not form a second junction or the second junction is not
strong enough, so we simplified the equivalent circuits as Fig. 5.1 for calculation of
capacitance.

is geometric capacitance,

arises from depletion layer.
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Here, Frequency-Capacitance analysis is applied to OPV devices. From low
temperature to room temperature, the entire capacitance can be measured corresponded to
stepped frequency as Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2. A typical admittance study plot, in the range of temperatures from
124.29 K to 300 K.

Theoretically the entire capacitance is determined by the equivalent circuit
structure and frequency of oscillated signal with small amplitude of vibration. Expression
of circuit Fig. 5.1 can be directly calculated as below,

(5.1)
We took derivative of capacitance by frequency and times frequency,

(5.2)
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where

, and

is the angular frequency of applied signal. When

the frequency is equal to the value (

), the expression

reaches the extreme

point (Fig. 5.3).

Figure 5.3. Plot of the frequency times the derivative of capacitance versus
frequency, derived from Fig. 5.2.

If the depletion region the device is quite strong or the thickness of the devices is
thin enough,

, which leads to

. Most OPV devices are in agreement with

such criterions and efficient OPV devices are fully depleted after annealing.
Defects are considered as acceptor in P3HT to hold thermal exited electron, which
lead P3HT working as P-type semiconductor. Publications reported that they observed
Shockley-Read-Hall recombination in P3HT:PCBM solar cells. Since
cases, time constant is equal to
Shockley-Read-Hall’s lifetime

in most

in circuits as Fig. 5.1, which could be related to
[2], following the expression below,
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(5.3)

(5.4)
where

is the average thermal velocity,

intrinsic carrier concentration,

is trap energy level,

Thus the value of frequency
as

is capture cross section,

is

is intrinsic Fermi level.

, which is the extreme point of

, is the same

.

(5.5)
where

. Admittance spectroscope is applied at different temperatures.

At each step, we can extract the corresponded
activation energy

and record the temperature. In Fig. 5.4,

of one inverted device was evaluated by exponent expression (Eq.

5.5). The structure of this device is ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Al. It was placed in
desiccator for half a year. Activation Energy is calculated as 166 meV and 40.3 meV,
corresponding to two series of extreme value in Fig. 5.4, however, we do not believe 40.3
meV defect level is authentic, since it is extracted at extreme high frequency, which could
be affected by several factors, such as simplified circuit is not accurate, small
contribution from long wires is ignored, and inaccuracy of Impedance Analyzer exist for
MHz frequency.
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Figure 5.4 Arrhenius representation of the data in Fig. 5.3.

5.3 Molecular Weights Comparison
We made three standard devices as ITO/PEDOT/P3HT/Al, and three inverted
devices as ITO/ZnO/P3HT/Ag. Both sets of devices are different in molecular weight of
P3HT, which are 20, 55 and 333 kDa respectively. Admittance spectroscope is applied on
those devices. The purpose of this experiment is comparing how the molecular weight
affects properties of defects.
Evaluation of standard devices is shown in Fig. 5.5 and activation energy is in
Table 5.1. Evaluation of inverted devices is shown in Fig. 5.6 and activation energy is in
Table 5.1. The trend in Table 5.1 indicates that P3HT within larger molecular weight are
entangled more severely, providing deeper electronic defect states.
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Figure 5.5. Arrhenius representation of the standard device data set.

Figure 5.6 Arrhenius representation of the inverted device data set.

Table 5.1. Activation energy extracted from Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. The plots of
standard device made by P3HT within mw331, varied too little to extract activation
energy.
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5.4 Conclusion
We applied admittance spectroscopy to investigate the frequency versus
capacitance plots, in which the reciprocal of Shockley-Read-Hall’s lifetime is equal to
specified frequency, when the derivation plots reach some extreme value. Relied on Eq.
5.5, activation energy is extracted by exponential expression shown in Fig. 5.4. 166 meV
is found to be a reliable shallow defect state in P3HT. In the comparison section, we
found that P3HT within larger molecular weight are entangled more severely, providing
deeper electronic defect states, while standard and inverted recipe provide slightly
different defects states in P3HT.
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Chapter 6 Band Structure Analysis

6.1 Band Structure Analysis of Standard Devices
In Chapter I, we mentioned that diode feature of solar cell is designed to separate
electron and holes. Under energy level difference, separated electron and holes will
choose the correct direction and transport through depletion layer. After reaching
respective neutral region at each side, separated carriers of traditional crystal silicon
based devices, would diffuse through neutral region and efficiently gathered at electrodes,
since the diffusion length of crystal silicon devices is sufficiently long.
For standard OPV devices, the structure and transportation process is a little
different. Due to short diffusion length of OPV devices, we want to make sufficient thin
devices. The mechanism of transportation and structure to create diode-like behavior of
OPV devices still has some issues. Anthony J. Morfa and Alexandre M. Nardes [50],
pointed out depletion region of thicker devices only spans a small portion of the active
layer, and the location of depletion region is at the interface of active layer near anode of
standard device.
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Figure 6.1. Energy levels of typical standard device.
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ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:PCBM/Al. PCBM is consider as a good insulator and P3HT is a
P-type semiconductor doped by defects during fabrication. The only possibility of
forming a depletion region is between Al and P3HT. A typical P-type Mott-Schottky
junction probably exits in active layer near ITO side [35], depended on the energy level.
Built-in electric field is formed, due to the energy level difference between work function
of Al and Fermi level of P3HT. Rectifying direction from P3HT to Al is in accordance
with the simple equivalent circuit of solar cell (Fig. 1.2).
In Fig. 6.2, it shows energy band diagram of two devices in position perspective.
Active layer are both P3HT:PCBM. The only difference is that one device is pristine and
another is annealed. Thickness of both devices is approximate to 400 nm, which is a little
thicker than general optimal OPV devices.
We introduce five process of current generation in Chapter I. As we mentioned,
photon travel through ITO/PEDOT:PSS and generate excitons in small region of active
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layer near ITO side. Excitons diffuse restrictively around. After excitons reach the
interface between P3HT and PCBM, energetic electron-hole pairs would separate, since
the energy provided by phonon would overcome the energy gap between HOMO of
P3HT and LUMO of PCBM. We expect electrons in PCBM move towards ITO and holes
in P3HT move towards Al. In macroscopic perspective, we can measure the photo current
and confirm the direction, however the source of intrinsic force to drive carriers need to
be discussed in detail.

Neutral Region
Transportation:Diffusion

Electric Field

Depletion Region
Transportation:Drift

Position(nm)

Figure 6.2. Electric potential distribution throughout a standard device. (Black)
Pristine device and (red) pre-annealed device. Data courtesy Dr. Alexandre Nardes,
NREL.
After separation at the interface, free electron and holes concentrate in the active
layer near ITO/PEDOT:PSS electrode. For pristine devices, separated carriers are in
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neutral region as shown in Fig. 6.2. A fraction of the electrons will be gathered at ITO
side after diffusion. A fraction of the holes diffuse into the depletion region spread from
Al electrode, and then they would be accelerated towards Al by intrinsic electric field,
due to Schottky junction formed by Al and P3HT. Such a process explains where the
intrinsic force comes from and how the direction of photocurrent is chosen in standard
OPV device.
In another perspective, the equivalent circuit discussed in Chapter III can be
directly related with depletion region and neutral region. One junction equivalent circuit
(Fig. 6.3) is suitable to describe one depletion region exiting in this analysis, if we ignore
small energy difference at ITO side.

and

depletion junction at the interface between Al and P3HT.
neutral region.

in parallel represent the
is used to describe the

is the parallel-plate capacitor produced by ITO/PEDOT:PSS and Al

electrodes.

Cgeo
Cdepletion
Rneutral
Rdepletion

Figure 6.3. Simplified equivalent circuit with one depletion region.
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Assuming doping density of P3HT is uniform, the electric field is linear decreased
from Al side as shown in Fig. 6.2, which is determined by the classic junction equation
[3]:

(6.1)
After we annealing the devices, defects density would be lowered by antioxidation, or restructuring of the molecules to increase their degree of pi-conjugation.
Doping density of P3HT would be diminished as well, which lead to a wider depletion
region as shown in Fig. 6.2. The width of depletion region is determined by the equation:

(6.2)
where

is the doping density, which corresponded to defects density in P3HT.

In Chapter III, we introduce the Mott-Schottky plot to calculate the Doping density and
built-in voltage,

(6.3)

(6.4)
Fig. 6.4 shows the Mott-Schottky plots of pristine and annealed devices. The
doping density of pristine device is approximate to 1016 cm-3 and that of annealed device
is approximate to 1015 cm-3. Annealing is an effective method to diminish defects density
and make a wider depletion region device.
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Figure 6.4 Mott-Schottky plots of pristine, pre-annealed, and post-annealed
devices. Data courtesy Dr. Alexandre Nardes, NREL.
If the device is fully depleted, the intrinsic electric field is along the direction that
is perpendicular to each layer, through the whole bulk, while neutral region vanishes.
Separated electron and holes generated by incident lights, is under built-in electric field
and driven to opposite direction whenever they become free carrier. It is expected that
charge transportation in such case should be more efficient than devices are composition
of depletion region and neutral region. The general conclusion is that the standard OPV
device would work more efficiently if we make the active layer thinner (at least until the
point that reduced light absorption results in decreased efficiency). Another fact is that
many groups have found annealing the standard structure OPV devices substantially
increases the efficiency [51]. Those results provide clear evidence to support that the
band structure analysis presented here.
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6.2 Band Structure Analysis of Inverted Devices
6.2.1 Energy Band Level of Inverted Devices
In 2006, M. S. White firstly reported the method to make inverted bulkheterojunction OPV device using a solution-precursor ZnO [7]. The major merit of such
an inverted device is removing the need for a low-work-function, air-sensitive electrode,
which is replaced by a high-work-function, air-stable metal electrode as the anode.
Another advantage of the inverted device structure is removing the need for PEDOT:PSS
as buffering layer, which is chemically instable at the interface with ITO.
A typical structure of an inverted OPV device is: ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Ag. In
the literature [7], they found that free carrier concentration of ZnO made by recipe of
inverted device, is around 1016 – 1017 cm-3. Work function of ZnO layer is reported as 4.3 eV, indicating that the material is a n-type semiconductor, since the work function is
close to the conduction band of ZnO: -4.1 eV. Unintentional impurity during experiment
is considered as the major reason to explain the n-type conductivity in ZnO. One
possibility is that free electron is provided by ITO, since In is reported as shallow donors,
when it substituted on the Zn site [52, 53]. Energy band of each layer is shown in Fig. 6.5.
In recent years, ZnO is recognized as a semiconductor with a direct band gap of 3.37 eV
at room temperature [52, 54]. The work function of Ag has been documented at -4.3 eV,
however, Ag exposed to oxygen has shown a shift in band alignment at metal interface.
This shift in effective work function is approximately 0.7 eV [7].
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Figure 6.5. Energy levels of a typical inverted device.

6.2.2 Experiment
We made several standard and inverted devices in pair for comparison in this
chapter. The same active layer was fabricated on pattern ITO for every device. The
structure of Standard device is ITO/PEDOT/P3HT:PCBM/Al, while the inverted devices
is ITO/ZnO/P3HT:PCBM/Ag. The active layers were spin-coated from a 50g/L solution
of P3HT:PCBM 1:1 by weight, at 500 rpm, 1000 rpm, 1500 rpm separately for 1 min. We
did J-V curve scan, conversion efficiency measurement and impedance spectroscopy on
those pristine devices. After all the measurements, every device was annealed at 120 oC
for 10 min, inside a sealed chamber which was full of nitrogen. The same procedures of
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measurements about J-V curve scan, conversion efficiency measurement and impedance
spectroscopy, were applied again for comparison.
6.2.3 JV Curve
Fig. 6.6a-c show the dark JV curve comparison of three standard devices, which
are only differentiated by spin-coat speed. Each figure shows the same trend, that unannealed devices have better rectifying property. Such a result is corresponding to the
conclusions discussed in the previous section on Band Structure Analysis of Standard
Devices. The doping density of pristine devices provided by defects is larger than that
annealing device, since defects density would be lowered by anti-oxidation, or restructure
of molecules. An intense and narrow depletion region is formed in pristine devices by
comparatively high doping density, so the Schottky junction formed in pristine devices
are stronger than annealed devices.
For inverted devices, J-V curve in Fig. 6.6d-f show the same trends as standard
devices that diode-like behavior of annealed devices is worse than pristine devices. We
applied bias voltage oppositely on inverted devices, compared with standard device. As a
result of such connection, Ag is the anode and ITO is the cathode, based on the definition
of current direction in diode. Due to the diode-like shape of JV cure and the same trend
before annealing and after annealing, the conjecture comes up that Schottky junction or
p-n junction exit in inverted devices somewhere.
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a)

b)

c)

d)
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e)

f)
Figure 6.6. JV curves of standard devices spin-coated at a) 500 rpm, b) 1000 rpm,
and c) 1500 rpm, respectively and of inverted devices spin-coated at d) 500 rpm, e) 100
rpm, and f) 1500 rpm respectively.

6.2.4 Mott-Schottky Analysis
In this section, we apply MS method introduced in Chapter III to analysis the band
structure of inverted device. Fig. 6.7a is MS plots of pristine standard devices. As we
discussed in Chapter III, the straight lines of 500 rpm- and 1000 rpm-devices are reliable
to calculate doping density and built-in voltage, since the active layers of the two devices
are thick enough to form a complete depletion region. The doping density of un-annealed
standard devices is calculated by Eq. 6.4, and listed in Table 6.1. 2.6E16 cm-3 should be
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quite close to the real value; 3.26e16 cm-3 extracted from the plot of the 1500 rpmdevices is a little varied.

Table 6.1. Doping density and buit-in voltage of pristine standard devices,
extracted by Mott-Schottky analysis.

Table 6.2. Doping density and buit-in voltage of annealed standard devices,
extracted by Mott-Schottky analysis.
MS plots of annealed standard devices are shown in Fig. 6.7b. Due to the same
explanation as mentioned above, only the doping density of 1000 rpm-device is reliable.
4.9e15 cm-3 is much smaller than that of un-annealed devices (2.63e16 cm-3). The
depletion region became weak and wide as a result of decrease of doping density. The
width of depletion region is increased by two more times in annealing process, which
could be verified by Eq. 6.2. Efficiency comparison is listed in Table 6.3. It clearly
confirmed that annealing standard OPV device is helpful to enhance the efficiency, which
reinforced the analysis of band structure of standard devices in first section.

Table 6.3. Efficiency comparison of standard devices, before and after annealing.
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Fig. 6.8a is the Bias – 1/C2 plot of pristine inverted devices. Considering the
diode-behavior JV curve and straight line of Bias – 1/C2 plot, we can confirm that
Schottky or p-n junction exist in inverted devices. Since JV curve and voltage-1/C2 plot
are in reversed direction compared with standard devices, we can exclude the possibility
that Schottky junction formed at Ag-P3HT interface, otherwise JV curve and Bias – 1/C2
should be in the same direction as standard devices. In addition, silver electrode would be
oxidized to change the work function to around -5.0 eV, as a result that we place the
inverted devices in air for one day. Considering the energy band profile shown in Fig. 6.5,
it is hard to form a Schottky junction between P3HT and AgO. Therefore the most likely
place to form a junction is at ZnO and P3HT interface. As we introduce that P3HT is a pdoped semiconductor in Chapter I, and ZnO is a n-dope semiconductor doped during
fabrication, we can conclude that inverted JV curve and Bias – 1/C2 plots are the result of
p-n junction formed by P3HT and ZnO.
The doping density is revised somewhat for a p-n junction,

(6.5)
where
define

is the acceptor density in P3HT,

as combination expression of

and

is the donor density in ZnO. We
,

(6.6)
Therefore the calculate defect density directly by MS method is neither acceptor
density in P3HT, nor donor density in ZnO. Doping densities of P3HT calculated in
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standard devices are placed in Table 6.4 to calculate donor densities in ZnO. As we
discussed in Chapter V, energy level and density of defects in P3HT are a little different,
depended on structure and manufacture process of standard and inverted devices. Broken
bonds lead to intrinsic defects and extrinsic defects coms from impurities, which would
differentiate the properties of defects in standard devices and inverted devices. However,
and

in Table 6.4 could be a decent estimation of acceptor density in P3HT, and

donor density in ZnO. Fig. 6.8a is the Bias – 1/C2 plots of inverted pristine devices. The
device made by 500 rpm spin-coat speed gives the most straight-line plot. Doping density
and built-in voltage extracted by that plot is approaching the real value.

Table 6.4. Doping density and buit-in voltage of pristine inverted devices,
extracted by Mott-Schottky analysis.
After annealing, Bias – 1/C2 plot of the same three devices (Fig. 6.8b) are bent
curves and MS analysis is not suitable to extract reliable data. The reason is the same as
standard device that depletion region might expand to full device.
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a)

b)
Figure 6.7. Mott-Schottky plots of a) pristine and b) annealed standard devices
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a)

b)
Figure 6.8. Mott-Schottky plots of a) pristine and b) annealed inverted devices

6.2.5 Efficiency Comparison and Structure Analysis of Inverted Device

Table 6.5 Efficiency comparison of inverted devices, before and after annealing.
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In Table 6.5, it gives the efficiency comparison of inverted devices made by each
spin-coat speed, before annealing and after annealing. The fact that pristine inverted
devices work more efficiently is adverse conclusion compare with that of standard
devices (Table 6.3). It implies that transportation process of carriers in inverted devices is
different to standard devices. The fact that p-n junction exit at ZnO/P3HT side and band
structure of inverted devices (Fig. 6.5) suggest two explanations below,
(1) Annealing the inverted devices is an anti-oxidation process to diminish the
extrinsic defects and change the work function of metal electrode from AgO (-5.0 eV)
to Ag (-4.3 eV). After annealing inverted devices, the energy profile at P3HT/Ag side
is similar to P3HT/Al of standard devices. A weak Schottky junction probably exits at
metal side, which leads to a reverse diode-behavior to prohibit carrier transportation.
In Fig. 6.9, it shows a simple equivalent circuit by adding a weak Schottky junction
after annealing.

P-N

Rload

V

Schottky

Jsc

Figure 6.9. Equivalent circuit of inverted device, with one p-n junction and another
small reverse rectifying back-contact.
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(2) After annealing, intrinsic defect decrease as well as extrinsic defects, due
to reconstruction of molecule structure at high temperature. Hence the total doping
density in P3HT provided by shallow defects and deep defects decreased apparently.
Due the same analysis about annealing effect for depletion region, the width of p-n
junction at ZnO/P3HT side would spread toward metal electrode, intrinsic electric
filed formed in depletion region would be weaken. Since most exciton stimulated by
phonon concentrated in active layer near ITO/ZnO side, the transportation of
separated electron and holes would move more efficiently under stronger intrinsic
electric force, as long as the width of depletion region is wider than diffusion length
of exciton. Therefore carrier transportation in depletion region could not benefit from
a weaker inherent built-in electric field.

6.2.6 Examining the Equivalent Circuit Fitting
In this section, we use the same method introduced in Chapter III to compared the
fitted geometric capacitor with calculated parallel-plate capacitor, which is determined by
the expression,

(6.7)
where

is mostly determined by the dielectric constant of active layer,

area of each electrode, and

is the

is distance between ITO and metal electrode that is

approximate to the thickness of active layer.
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The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 6.3. The geometric capacitance is fitted for
three inverted devices and three standard devices for comparison in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6. Geometric capacitance, one calculated by the parallel-plate model and
one fit by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 6.3.
Two capacitors of both the standard devices sets and the inverted devices sets are
sufficiently matched. Considering all the analysis in previous sections and these results,
the equivalent circuit (Fig. 6.3) is suitable to describe internal structure and physics
meanings of OPV devices.

6.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we verified that a p-n junction exit at ZnO and P3HT interface.
Doping density in both ZnO and P3HT is estimated by Bias-1/C2 plots, listed in Table 6.4.
Based on the band structure of each layer (Figs 6.1, 6.5), we discussed in detail about
carrier transportation in both standard and inverted devices. Schottky junction in standard
devices and p-n junction in inverted devices, are the reason why the rectifying behavior
(Fig. 6.6) is reduced after devices were annealed. Since the Schottky junction is at the
back side of standard device, not in the same side of excitons, free carrier would diffuse
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into drift region in less time after annealing, which leads to a higher efficiency. For the
inverted devices, two factors would lower the efficiency after annealed: one is about
reversed rectifying back-contact, as a result of anti-oxidation, or restructure of molecules;
another is about location of p-n junction. Since the p-n junction is at the same side of
exactions, a weak intrinsic electric filed would lower the efficiency of carrier separation.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion

In the simulation work, we build a Monte-Carlo modeling to simulate carrier
transportation in lattice structure. We found that mobility is maximized when the value of
reorganization energy is offset by electric energy. Another important factor affecting the
mobility is disorder of the main-band energy states. 0.1 eV is the approximate optimized
disorder value for simulation of holes transportation in P3HT. In addition, we apply our
Monte-Carlo modeling to simulate the Time of Flight experiment. An important result is
that detriment defect is the major reason to form the long-tail transient in the fourth parts
of TOF plot. We successfully fit the TOF plots by the Gaussian-shape main energy state
and defects level, in the range of bias voltages from 25 V to 100 V. Best fit parameters
were found with: trap states located at 4.8 eV with a displacement from main band energy
level of 0.4 eV; defects percentage is 0.03%; disorder of main energy band is 0.09 eV;
and disorder of trap states is 0.05 eV. Those values are in good agreement with
experiment values in other publications.
In the experiment work, we applied Impedance Spectroscopy as a useful
technique to examine the overall electronic component and internal structure of OPV
devices. The geometric capacitance is verified in equivalent circuits, and either two- or
three-capacitor equivalent circuits are found to describe the ohmic back-contact devices
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or rectifying back-contact devices, respectively. We also discussed how to apply MottSchottky analysis to calculate the doping density and built-in voltage. In degradation
studies, the results of Mott-Schottky analysis show that defects density increased
apparently during degradation process, which can be attributed to oxidation and
subsequent impairment of charge transport by intense illumination. In such processes, the
power conversion efficiency is obviously lowered at each time scale, due to the decrease
of fill factor and open-circuit voltage, which are ascribed to enhancement of doping
density. Another application of impedance spectroscopy is for activation energy
extraction. 166 meV is found to be a reliable shallow defect state in P3HT. We also found
that P3HT within larger molecular weight are entangled more severely, providing deeper
electronic defect state. Due to the different fabrication process of standard and inverted
devices, the defects states extracted by impedance data are slightly different. Finally, the
reversed MS plots and JV curve of inverted device indicate the existence of a p-n
junction in inverted devices at the ZnO interface. In comparing standard and inverted
device, we found that annealing the standard devices would improve the conversion
efficiency, while the efficiency of inverted devices would be lowered..
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